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13 November 2020 
 
 
Dear local resident, 
 
 
Thank you to those who have contacted me about the package of tougher measures to 
tackle the spread of Covid-19, which was set out by the Prime Minister on 31 October. 
 
Ahead of the vote on 4 November, I received hundreds of emails from local residents with 
your views on the matter. Some of you have written to say that you are fully supportive of 
the action the Government is taking, others that, while you are supportive, the Government 
should not place restrictions on certain activities, such as worship, outdoor sports and 
attending gyms, others that we should not have a national lockdown at all and even some 
who want the Government to go further and shut schools and universities. It is clear that 
there is a great divide in opinion locally and it is my job, as your local MP, to listen to all of 
your views and study the available evidence to make a judgement call on what I think is best 
for our local area.  
 
As you may now be aware, I voted in support of another national lockdown. This was a very 
difficult decision for me and not one I took lightly. I know, from my many conversations with 
local residents, the impact the first lockdown had on businesses, family finances, education, 
relationships and health, both in terms of access to treatment for other medical conditions 
and wellbeing. We have all had to make sacrifices and I would, again, like to thank everyone 
who has followed the rules for the good of our community. 
 
I also understand the impact of the restrictions on the economy and civil liberties and my 
default position would, of course, be to support those who wish for fewer restrictions and 
allow everyone to live their lives as they choose to do so. However, we must not lose sight 
of the fact that this virus has the potential to overwhelm our intensive care units if left 
unchecked. I recognise that some local residents have raised their concerns about false 
positive tests and the projections of the virus, and it is certainly the case that the latter vary 
widely. However, some of the data, such as the number of people in our intensive care units 
is irrefutable. 
 
As set out by Sir Simon Stevens, Chief Executive at NHS England, during a recent press 
conference, at the beginning of September, there were under 500 Covid-19 patients in 
inpatient beds in hospitals in England. By the beginning of October, this figure had risen to 
2,000 and, by the beginning of November, to 11,000. Sir Simon then went on to put this into 
context by explaining that the annual number of seasonal flu inpatients in the depths of 
winter is about 3,000. This exponential rise in inpatient cases during local lockdowns shows 
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that further action was necessary to help stem the spread of the virus. It is for this reason 
that I voted in favour of tougher measures. 
 
I welcome that, in order to help mitigate the further impact of this lockdown on businesses, 
the Government has extended the package of financial support available. For example, the 
Coronavirus Job Retention scheme is being extended through to March, the next Self-
Employed Income Support Scheme payment is being increased to 80% of average profits, 
cash grants are being provided to businesses who are closed, and £1.1 billion is being given 
to Local Authorities in England so that they can support their local businesses further. 
Crucially, the Government is committed to continuing to listen to the needs of businesses 
and is keeping this support package under review. 
 
I have also received a few emails raising concerns about Parliamentary scrutiny of these 
restrictions, and I would like to assure you that MPs have had plenty of opportunities to 
discuss, and vote on, the restrictions both within the Chamber itself and in Committee 
hearings. There are also many opportunities for MPs to raise concerns, provide feedback 
and give suggestions on different approaches with Ministers directly, including in a daily call. 
Of course, any further national restrictions after the four-week period has expired will need 
to be approved by Parliament. Should an extension to the national lockdown not be needed 
at that point, the Government has said that it will seek to ease restrictions, going back into 
the tiered system on a local and regional basis, according to the latest data and trends. 
 
I note that there have been a number of more specific concerns, and I would like to address 
these in turn. 
 
Schools 
 
There is clear evidence that children are much less susceptible to the damaging effects of 
Covid-19. However, they are not safe from the damaging effects that school closures have.  
Despite the best efforts of teachers and parents to provide high quality remote learning, the 
period of partial school closures will inevitably have led to many children, especially those 
from disadvantaged backgrounds, falling behind. There is simply no substitute for face-to-
face learning, and so, for our children's welfare, health and future, I strongly support the 
decision to keep schools open. 
 
I am extremely grateful to teachers across the country for their dedication in enabling this 
to happen and I welcome that clear guidance has been published which will keep teachers 
and students safe. This includes a guide on face coverings, which I know has been 
specifically raised by a number of local residents. 
 
I am also aware that some have suggested calling a strike over the decision to keep schools 
and other educational settings open, and I would urge those thinking about striking to read 
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the statement from all four of the UK's Chief Medical Officers about the balance of risks in 
keeping schools open. This states that ONS data identifies teaching as a lower risk 
profession – I should note that no profession is zero risk - as well as the severe impact that 
further disruptions would have on our children.  
 
Universities 
 
As with schools, I am very supportive of the decision to keep universities open. Students’ 
education was significantly impacted during the first national lockdown and we cannot risk 
putting their futures in jeopardy.  
 
Earlier this year, I worked very closely with Loughborough University and the Minister for 
Universities on a plan to help facilitate the safe return of students. Since then, I have 
remained in contact with the university about the measures it has implemented to keep 
students and local residents safe. You may be interested to know that the university’s Vice 
Chancellor personally visits the houses of many of the students who are self-isolating 
without prior warning to ensure that they are adhering to the rules. I recently spent an 
afternoon accompanying him for his checks and was very pleased that every single student 
who was meant to be self-isolating was at home. 
 
I would also like to reassure you that students returning to the university did not lead to the 
rise in cases in other areas of the borough. In addition, whilst it did contribute to the overall 
number of cases in our area, it was only one of the factors which pushed us over the 
threshold and into Tier 2 shortly before the national lockdown. As a result, I have had a 
number of conversations with Ministers about how cases are counted in areas surrounding 
universities and the thresholds for tiers. I will continue to raise this ahead of our potential 
return to local lockdowns in December. 
 
Places of Worship 
 
I have now had an opportunity to read both the open letter from church leaders and the 
statement from Cardinal Vincent Nichols and Archbishop Malcom McMahon, which many 
local residents have sent to me, and I recognise the importance of places of worship. I also 
know that places of worship have implemented significant measures to keep worshippers 
safe and that meeting together for worship is a fundamental cornerstone of some religions, 
branches and denominations. 
 
This is an issue I have already raised with the Chief Whip and the Secretary of State of 
Housing, Communities and Local Government directly and I also focused on it in my speech 
during the debate on a national lockdown. I would like to assure you that I shall continue to 
pursue this. 
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Health and Wellbeing 
 
I know that local residents have a number of concerns about health and wellbeing and I am 
pleased that the Government has been clear that provision for non-Covid healthcare needs 
to continue. Unless clinicians tell patients otherwise, they should continue to use the NHS, 
get scans and other tests, turn up for all appointments and collect medicines and 
treatments.  
 
I also recognise that people’s mental health has been significantly impacted over the last 
few months, and I would like to draw your attention to the Government advice and 
information on how people can look after their mental health. If any local resident is 
struggling, please do reach out to one of the charities listed in the document. I would also 
be very happy to put anyone in touch with a local service, if they would prefer. 
 
More broadly, as part of the £750 million package of support for charities, an extra £200 
million was announced for hospices to support some of the most vulnerable people, and 
£360 million for charities supporting disabled people, vulnerable children and victims of 
domestic abuse, as well as organisations like St John's Ambulance.  
 
Gyms and Sports 
 
I understand local residents’ frustration that gyms and leisure centres have been ordered to 
close, particularly in view of the efforts they have made to become Covid-19 Secure. I also 
fully appreciate the vital contribution they make to exercise and both physical and mental 
health. That said, the basic purpose of these closures is to reduce contact between people in 
order to curtail infection and people can, of course, still exercise either at home or in a 
public place. 
 
I appreciate the impact that these closures will have on gyms and leisure centres, and their 
operators, and so, as I have already mentioned, I welcome that the financial support 
schemes have been extended. 
 
I have also received a number of emails asking for exemptions for specific sporting activities 
but, as with gyms, it is important to curtail these activities during the national lockdown to 
prevent the chains of human contact that may occur as a result. That said, I have been given 
reassurances that grassroots sports will return as soon as possible. 
 
Visiting Care Homes 
 
I recognise the importance of visiting elderly relatives in care homes and I am pleased that 
the Government has published new guidance for care homes which will allow for visitors in 
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a COVID-Secure way. Arrangements should be adapted for each care home, based on the 
needs of their residents and taking into consideration factors such as layout and facilities.  
 
The Government is also currently developing plans to allow specific family and friends to 
visit care homes supported by testing. A new national programme for weekly testing of 
professionals who regularly visit care homes, including community nurses and 
physiotherapists, will also be rolled out in the coming weeks following a successful pilot in 
Cambridgeshire, Peterborough and Northamptonshire. I am very keen for testing to be used 
to allow families to visit loved ones and so I will continue to press this point. 
 
I hope that this information is helpful, and, if anyone has any further questions about the 
lockdown rules, financial support or anything else, please do let me know. 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 

   
Jane Hunt MP 
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